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1. [7 marks] General Concurrency

(a) [3 marks] “What appears to be sequential on a higher level of abstraction can be con-
current on a lower level.”  Is this statement true or false?  Give a detailed answer. If the 
statement is true, provide at least one example; if the statement is false, explain why.

(b) [4 marks]  Draw a diagram showing the 5 basic states of a process, and all valid tran-
sitions between states (including their names). What events can trigger transitions that 
will lead to a running process being taken out of the CPU? Name at least three.  
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2. [18 marks] Mutual Exclusion

(a) [12 marks] Implement the two methods P(S) and V(S) of a binary semaphore using the atomic 
test-and-set instruction offered by a particular CPU (assume that there is  no scheduler or OS). 
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(b) [6 marks] How does the implementation of a Semaphore as offered by an operating system 
with scheduler differ from a Semaphore as implemented in a) ? 
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3. [30 marks] Synchronisation

(a) [5 marks]  Explain the differences and common features of Conditional Critical Re-
gions, Monitors and Protected Objects.        

(b) [5 marks] POSIX offers pthread_mutex as a monitor-like construct. Which basic concepts of a 
Monitor does this POSIX interface implement, and which concepts are missing, according to 
the original Monitor definition by Hoare?        
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(c) [20 marks] Read carefully through the following Ada program. It compiles without warn-
ing (Questions are on the next page).

procedure Protected_Example is

   type Priority is (High, Low);
   
   protected Trigger is
      entry Trigger_High;
      entry Trigger_Low;
      entry Queue (P : in Priority);
   private
      Current_Priority : Priority := Low;
      Trigger          : Boolean  := False;
   end Trigger;

   protected body Trigger is
      entry Trigger_High when True is
      begin
         Current_Priority := High;
         Trigger:=True;
      end;

      entry Trigger_Low when True is
      begin
         Current_Priority := Low;
         Trigger:=True;
      end;

      entry Queue (P : in Priority) when Trigger is
      begin
         if P /= Current_Priority then
            requeue Queue;
         end if;
         Trigger:=False;
      end;
   end Trigger;

   task type Priority_Task(P: Priority);
   task body Priority_Task is
   begin
      Trigger.Queue (P);
      if P = High then
         Trigger.Trigger_High;
      end if;
   end Priority_Task;
   
   T1         : Priority_Task (Low);
   T2, T3, T4 : Priority_Task (High);

begin
   delay 1.0;            --seconds 
   Trigger.Trigger_High;
   delay 1.0;            --seconds 
   Trigger.Trigger_Low;
end Protected_example;
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(i) [2 marks] How many tasks are created by this program?  

(ii) [8 marks] How many tasks are released immediately after the first call to  
Trigger.Trigger_High in the main program, and which one(s)? Give details 
to justify your answer. Which guard(s) need to be evaluated, and when?   
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(iii) [10 marks] How many, and which tasks of this program will not ter-
minate? Give precise reasons why, and give an explanation if it is a dead-
lock or a livelock.          
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4. [10 marks] Message Passing

(a) [6 marks] Is it possible to emulate synchronous message passing with asynchronous mes-
sage passing? Explain how and to what extent, or explain why not, depending on your 
answer.

(b) [4 marks] Where would you use asymmetric message passing? Provide at least one ex-
ample.
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